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New York (
) In an exclusive photo, the
captured President George W. Bush crossing the Hudson into New York for the
Republican National Convention. Surprisingly, despite still being early September, Junior’s flotilla faced significant difficulty due to
an unexpected early freeze of the Hudson river. Weather forecasters were initially confounded by this record freeze, however,
weather forecaster Sunny Cumulus discovered that geothermal events underlaid this frozen phenomena. Briefly explained, Sunny
stated that “Hell froze over”. When informed of this event,
political analyst Ned Ander-Thal concurred stating, “Damn, it’s so
obvious. Four years ago people said that there was no way Junior would win a second term... that it could only happen if hell froze
over. Well, guess what.” The Junior-Cheney 2004 Campaign giddily welcomed the news, exclaiming “It’s clear that GOD has deliv ered us salvation. Oh, and I think we can dispel with that crazy ‘global warming’ thing...” Surprisingly, despite the clear message
from GOD, the Kerry-Edward’s campaign challenges Junior’s views, “Our analysts have uncovered an $11,783,062,812.99 contract,
personally negotiated by Dick Cheney, to Halliburton Inc. to dispose of PCB contaminated Hudson River water via ‘cyro-containment
of environmental toxins’.”
In announcing the re-nomination of Junior, Vice President Cheney states that “A second term for Bush will result in a newer
and safer America.” Homeland Security Chief Tom Ridge and Attorney General Ashcroft further clarified the VP position by stating
that the NEW America “...will be safer due to Presidential Directives repealing three-quarters of the Bill of Rights, development of a
new National Security Police force with unrestricted search and seizure rights, and firm enforcement of the 10 Commandments, as
divined by George W. Bush.” Cheney went further claiming that “George Bush is the new George Washington - remaking a secure
America without the threat of an Iraqi invasion.” Meanwhile, in unrelated news, immigration of US citizens to Canada is on the rise.
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New York (
) In an attempt to counter his negative public
image, Vice President Richard (The Dick) B. Cheney has emerged
from his vice Presidential Bunker in West Moldor (code named
Mount Doom by the Secret Service) in an attempt to silence his
critics. Speaking privately to the
’s Ned Ander-Thal, the VP
stated, “Poooor Dickie, nassssty democrates, take away my
P recious...NOOOO. I hates that hobbit Kerry, he wants my
Precious. Yess, my Precious wants me. Give me my Precious. Yess,
yess nice master Bush, kind master Bush. Ahhhh it hurts us, this
election, yes it does, takes it awa! Nices to us yes the Supreme
Court is. Ha, ha, ha silly electorate. GIVE US THE PRECIOUS!!
[Editor: translation of previous Cheney speeches suggests that

RISK OF DISEASED CANADIAN COWS CONTINUES TO PURE
AND
Washington, DC (
) Since the discovery of Canadian Mad Cow
Disease in American beef over 1 year ago, America continues to stand
tall in face of this overseas (well, at least over-Erie) threat. To protect
the safety of beef to the American public, the USDA and the Office of
Homeland Security have instituted a state of the art sentinel system to
detect the presence of illegal and potentially dangerous Canadian beef.
The USDA Can-Alert Sentinel System® has, in computer modeling systems, proven effective against bovine plots by the Axis of Naughty
Naughty (Canada, Quebec, and France). While the technical details of
the USDA Can-Alert Sentinel System® remain a closely guarded secret
the WHN has uncovered that it employs hands on inspection of bovine
products and by-products. Surprisingly, the system has incurred the
wrath of the willy-nilly liberals who decry its inhuman treatment of the
food inspectors. However, hidden surveillance photos of the
meat inspectors obtained by the
WHN news clearly debunk the
liberal media’s attempt to tarnish
this patriotic Presidential
Directive to protect the American
public from the Axis of NaughtyN a u g h t y. As can be seen, the
USDA inspectors seem to enjoy USDA Meat Inspectors hard at
work against Canadian Beef.
their jobs.

Precious is the code word for the White House] WE
WANTS IT, WE WANTS IT!!!!!!!”
Despite his clear stance on the coming election,
political observers and Republican insiders remain
concerned about Dickies... err Mr. Cheney’s... public
image. Image Consultant Ms. Paris Hilton reports that
Mr. Cheney is viewed as an unapproachable creature.. err, politician. To soften his image, Mr.
Cheney recently appeared on Oprah® where he discussed, among other things, his favorite foods;
“Dickie likes fish... Yess, raw fish. Its tickles Dickie
when blood trickles down Dickies chin...” a n d
books (The Rise and Fall of the Third Fourth Reich).
Surprisingly, this book is not on Oprah’s® book list!
Despite the public display of his softer side,
some critics remain unconvinced of the VP’s humanity and sincerity. Dr. Bill Bow of the Baggins Institute
of Public Policy feels that Mr. Cheney’s extended retreat
at Mount Doom has altered his perception of the real
world. Indeed, according to some rumors, Mr.
Cheney only
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